Abstract
Introduction
A network emulator enables real hosts to interact via a virtual network. It combines a real-time network simulator with a mechanism to capture packets from and write packets to a real network. Packets generated by external hosts interact with synthetic traffic within the virtual network providing a controlled environment for testing real Internet applications.
The Internet Protocol Traffic and Network Emulator (IP-TNE) [ 101 utilises a parallel discrete event simulation kernel to enable larger virtual networks to be used than would be possible using sequential simulation techniques. To achieve good performance when large numbers of external hosts are interacting with the emulator the effectiveness of the tech-*Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada niques used for reading packets into the emulator is critil-al. This paper explains different methods that can be used to read packets from a network and write packets back to a network. The performance of different packet reading methods is presented.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. An overview of the IP-TNE network emulator is given in section 2. The concepts involved in packet reading are explained in section 3 and the way in which these can be implemented in various operating systems is described in section 4. The ways in which packets with custom headers can be written to the network is explained in section 5. Then the performance achieved using various packet readers is presented in section 6 and concluding remarks given in section 7.
IP-TNE Overview
This section gives an overview of the Internet Protocol Traffic and Network Emulator (IP-TNE) [lo] . IP-TNE enables real hosts and applications to communicate via a virtual network modelled using a discrete event network simulator. It employs a version of the TasKit [ 1 11 simulation 'kernel that has been modified to operate as a real-time system. TasKit implements the Critical Channel Traversing (CCT) algorithm that is an extension of the Chandy Misra Bryant (CMB) [ 2 ] [ 5 ] channel based conservative parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) algorithm. TasKit has been shown to outperform a splay-tree based central event list simulator sequentially and to outperform other parallel simula.tors when running in parallel on shared memory multiprocessors.
The virtual network modelled within IP-TNE contains simulated network links, hubs, switches, routers and hosts.
The simulated hosts can be configured with synthetic traffic generators so that packets traversing the virtual network while travelling from one real host to another interact with the synthetic traffic generated within the network simulator. [8] and Pchar [9] . The ability to map the internal networks using these tools provides a way of validating the internal network and the same ICMP responses are also used by some network applications to determine the current operating conditions. Any real host that needs to send packets to virtual hosts, or that needs to send packets that will traverse the virtual network and arrive at another real host needs to route these packets to IP-TNE. This routing can be achieved in a variety of ways which are described in [4] . A method is required to ensure the packets reach the host running the emulator and a method is required to recognise these packets as relevant to the emulator and to read them into the emulator.
The packet reader works at a low level (the link layer) with some methods for interception relying on generating proxy address resolution protocol (ARP) packets (see section 3.2) to convince real hosts that the virtual hosts can be reached from the local network. ARP is implemented directly on top of the Ethernet layer, so to read ARP information full Ethernet packets must be captured. For non-ARP traffic, the full IP packet is needed to enable access to essential information from the packet header, e.g., the destination address of a virtual host.
Normal IP sockets merely return the contents of the data field of a UDP or TCP packet. For these reasons IP-TNE implements low-level access to the Ethernet layer. Unfortunately, there is no single API that gives the required low level access on all operating systems. Due to this the packet handling code needs to specialised to particular operating systems in a number of places. The following section gives a high level view of how packets are passed from the network to the operating system kernel of the host running the emulator and then on to the emulator itself. Then section 4 shows the ways in which these can be implemented for various operating systems.
Packet Reading Basics
IP-TNE supports reading any packet from a real network. Two things are required: firstly the ability to read the packets, and secondly to filter out those packets not destined for the emulator. A typical host receives many packets, not all destined for the emulator (or even for the host itself), so an efficient way of recovering only those packets that need to be handled by the emulator is required.
There are several aspects of these operations that we explore in this section: 0 using hardware support for packet filtering 0 using a kernel space packet filter 0 using a socket that reads entire frames and filtering at user level 0 for applications that support proxying, the emulator can act as a proxy server and read the packets by configuring the application to proxy via the emulator.
Hardware Assisted Filtering
One form of hardware filtering is the use of a switched network. By separating the network into more than one Ethernet segment the switch pre-filters packets even before they reach the emulator's host.
Each network card has a 6 byte Ethernet address (also known as a MAC, or link layer, or physical address), conventionally written in hex with the bytes separated by colons, e.g., 00:AA:C4:45: 12:lO. When a host or router needs to send an IP packet to another host on the same network it needs to determine the Ethernet address of the destination so the interface card can send the packet to the correct host. The host uses the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) to do this: it sends an ARP request packet that all the hosts on the local network will read (a broadcast packet) and waits to receive an ARP reply that contains the physical address of the receiving network card. This reply is typically sent by the receiving host. Once this physical address has been obtained, all packets sent from the sending host to the receiving hosts are dispatched in frames (Ethernet layer packets) containing this physical address.
A switch will send a (non broadcast) frame out only on the network segment that it knows contains the relevant destination host. Thus, in a typical configuration of one host per segment, the host only receives packets destined for that host. This is a great improvement over using a shared segment as the decreased network contention improves throughput, and this is the principal reason why switches are popular in high-performance networks.
The next level of hardware filtering happens in the network interface card.
Promiscuous and Non-Promiscuous
A network card running in non-promiscuous mode will only pass unicast (single destination) packets to the operating system that are contained in frames labelled with the physical address of network card. When running in promiscuous mode, a network card will pass all the packets that appear on its Ethernet segment to the operating system kernel. Note that broadcast packets are forwarded to the operating system whichever mode the card is in.
In promiscuous mode no hardware filtering is done and the card passes on all packets that it sees to the host kernel. The kernel is then free to filter and discard packets as it sees fit. This filtering is being performed in software, which is slower but more flexible. Promiscuous mode is generally only used for specialist tools such as for network monitoring and the action of changing the card into promiscuous mode is usually privileged to prevent ordinary users from reading general traffic on the Ethernet.
IP-TNE can be run with the Ethernet card in promiscuous or non-promiscuous modes, and there are advantages and disadvantages to each.
Promiscuous
The Ethernet card sends all the packets on the local segment to the kernel, which then filters the packets it wants. The emulator uses a fictitious hardware address (01:02:03:04:05:06, say). It replies to ARPs from hosts on the local network seeking to contact an emulated host with the fictitious hardware address. A switch attached to this Ethernet segment will see the emulator as another host on the same segment as the host running the emulator. With this method the packet sniffer can recognise packets destined for the emulator simply by checking for the fictitious hardware address in the Ethernet header.
It is also possible to use the real hardware address of the host running the emulator and by setting routes appropriately avoid the need for the emulator to respond to ARP requests. However, there are two problems: a) we lose the easy way to recognise packets destined for the emulator (see also non-promiscuous mode below), and b) the host kernel will read the packets for itself and maybe try to route them itself (if the host is configured as a router). The time the kernel spends processing the packets would be better spent on other things.
The biggest problem of using promiscuous mode with a fictitious hardware address is when the emulator machine is not on a isolated Ethernet segment, i.e., other machines are on the same segment. Having no hardware support, all the packets will be passed to the host operating system and checks to determine if they are required by the emulator will be, performed in software, potentially reducing throughput. Therefore promiscuous mode is more naturally used on a switched network.
Non-Promiscuous
When running in non-promiscuous mode the Ethernet card only passes packets with the correct real hardware address to the host kernel and the emulator. This time the only packets passed to the operating system on the host machine are broadcast packets and packets destined for the host machine, including the packets destined for the emulator. .As before, the kernel must not be configured as a router to ensure it will ignore packets with IP addresses not equal to iits real IP address.
Using non-promiscuous mode has the benefit of hardware assistance in filtering out the other packets on the local network and so has the potential to increase throughput. The difficulty now is distinguishing those packets destinl-d for the emulator from those destined for the real machine, as they all have the same hardware address and can have any of the potentially large number of emulated IP addresses. It is possible to restrict the IP addresses of virtual hosts to some easily recognisable subnet, say addresses on network 10.0.0.0, but this is not very adaptable to, say, multiple emulators on the same host or on the same network.
Note that simply using "destination IP address # real IP address" does not work as this also accepts broadcast (and multicast) packets: if more sophisticated tests are used it begins to add overhead and reduces the rate at which the emulator can read packets. At this point additional filtering can be applied if required, for example discarding non-IP packets if the emulator is not required to deal with any other type of packet. IP packets are trivially recognised by looking at a type field in the Ethernet header.
Full Capture User Space and Kernel Space Filtering
The previous section described how the number of packets that arrive at a host depends on the type of Ethernet segment the host is connected to, and how the number of packets that are read from the Ethernet segment that are passed to the kernel depends on the mode the network interface card is operating in. In this section we consider the implications of using a kernel level packet filter and the alternative of simply sending all of the packets passed to the operating system kernel into the emulator and allowing the emulator to determine validity.
Filtering packets in the kernel comes in two varieties. Firstly, simple IP address-based filtering where the kernel accepts or rejects a packet based on whether it appears to be destined for the host or not. All kernels support this method as part of their IP stack. Secondly, some kernels implement a programmable packet recognition engine that can accept or reject a packet based on a variety of criteria, such as IP source of destination address ranges, packet type, port numbers and so on.
The principal advantage of a kernel based filter is that the kernel can reject an errant packet before copying it to user space; a relatively costly operation. On the other hand, programming the engine directly can be quite difficult, though simplified interfaces to the engine can be provided, see section 4.3. Additionally, not all operating systems implement kernel filters, so this cannot be used universally.
The alternative to kernel filtering is user-level filtering. With this, all packets that are passed from the network card to the host OS, errant or not, are copied from the kernel to the user level where the emulator can examine them. This can be expensive if large numbers of packets arrive that were not supposed to be read by the emulator. Again, the number of such packets that will arrive will depend on the number of hosts connected to the Ethernet segment and the mode the network card is operating in. A related problem is packets arriving at the host that are destined for processes other than the emulator.
Another approach to reading packets is to use proxy sockets such as SOCKS [ 6 ] . This is often used on a firewall to provide a level of security and control over applications that wish to use the Internet. With this an application sends its packets to a proxy server that decides whether to forward the packet to its intended destination. This can be adapted for use in the emulator: instead of forwarding packets the proxy server passes the packets directly to the emulator. This is quite portable as SOCKS is widely used, but does have some disadvantages.
1. The application must be proxy-aware. For example, telnet must be compiled to use the SOCKS library versions of networking functions rather than the standard ones. Packet sniffers work with unmodified applications.
2. It is not protocol independent. For example, only later versions of the SOCKS library enables the proxying of UDP. Each protocol must be handled separately. Packets sniffers are protocol independent.
3. There is substantial overhead. Again using the SOCKS protocol as an example, to send a UDP packet a client must first negotiate a TCP connection with the server. Clearly this is not compatible with high throughput.
Packet Reading Implementation
This section presents some implementation issues that are faced when opening sockets that give access to whole frames and when installing kernel level packet filters.
User Level
Normal IP sockets provide a mechanism for transporting data between processes. The user is to a reasonable extent unaware of the transport level protocol that is used (beyond their choice of UDP or TCP). However, IP-TNE needs more than just the data in the packets, it also needs the packet headers in order to determine the virtual host to deliver the packet to. Whereas the API to use UDP and TCP is a widely followed standard, APIs for access to lower layers are decidedly less standardised.
IP layer access is relatively standardised across operating systems through the use of BSD style ruw sockets. Creating a socket using allows us to read and write (using the standard library functions recvfrom and sendto) the contents of IP packets. Thus this socket could be used to read and write ICMP, UDP and TCP packets with their headers as these are layered on top of IP. However, the emulator needs a little more: namely the IP header. By setting int on = 1; setsockopt(ipsock, IPPROTO-IP, IP-HDRINCL, (char *)&on, sizeof (on) ) ; the whole packet including the IP header is returned upon a read. This is the mechanism that allows the emulator to capture packets. Now we consider the problem of reading ARP packets. These require access to the link (Ethernet) layer since ARP is implemented directly on top of the link layer. It is an unfortunate fact that link layer access is not standardised across operating systems and there are a variety methods that must be employed to ensure portability. Different operating systems provide access to link layer sockets in different ways.
Some and so on. Though the interface is different on each OS, the end effect is the same: a mechanism to read and write Ethernet frames. Linux takes perhaps the most straightforward approach of providing a specific protocol for dealing with the link layer. These are called packet sockets See [7] for detailed discussion of raw IP networking.
Kernel Filters
Some Berkeley derived operating systems implement packetjilters. The BSD Packet Filter (BPF) [ 3 ] reads packets including the Ethernet header into the kernel and then passes them through a user-defined filter program. The program determines whether to pass the packet up to user level or to discard it. The program is written in a very low-level language with a few basic operations and can be quite difficult to use. Mostly a higher level interface, PCAP, is used (see below). Tru64 supplies a simplified interface to packetfilter via pf open:
which supplies link-layer packets.
Portable Packet Reading
The PCAP (Packet Capture) library [ 11 provides a higher level interface for reading packets. It provides many useful features, but most importantly it has been ported to several architectures and hides the low-level differences behind a system-independent API. On some architectures PCAP u!jes kernel level filtering (e.g., Tru64) and on others it uses mer level filtering (e.g., Linux). Using PCAP is a flexible approach, particularly as it provides an easy language to program the kernel packet filter (if the kernel supports it), but it is limited to reading packets, not writing them.
Writing Packets
Writing packets back to the network is an entirely different question to reading as there is no problem of filtering, there is simply the need to write ARP and IP packets directly to the network. In fact, there is essentially no choice to be made as each operating system typically only provides one way of writing link layer packets.
When writing IP packets, which form the major part of the traffic, the usual raw API (section 4.1) can be uslad, which is relatively standardised across operating systems. Notice that the portable PCAP API cannot be used as PC14P only reads packets, it does not write them. The kernel has a facility for writing IP headers (simply using SOCK-RAW without setting I P-HDRINCL, the default setting) which conveniently reduces the amount of code required.
However, for ARP packets at the link layer, there is the non-portability problem as there exists no standardised API for this level. Thus low level interfaces such as packet sockets under Linux, and the packet filter pf open under Tru64 must be used. This adds to the general complexity of the system, and it is tempting to simplify by not using PCAP for packet reading, and use native sockets throughout.
Notice that packets emerging from the emulator need to have customised headers as their source IP addresses need to appear to come from the emulated hosts, not the real host. This is enough to trick the real destination hosts into believing the emulated hosts are real. Some operating systems, notably Linux, do provide some additional support for link layer sockets. In this case, the socket linksock = socket(PF-PACKET, SOCK-DGRAM, htons (ETH-P-ALL) ) ;
(where SOCK-RAW is replaced with SOCK-DGRAM in the example from section 4.1) will add Ethernet headers on writing. As for IP headers, this reduces the amount of code required.
There is little more to be done than to ensure packets are sent out in a timely fashion (based on their emulated timestamp [lo]), and to check to make sure the packet has been written to the network successfully since in very unusual circumstances the kernel's output buffer can fill and the packet is not sent.
Packet Reader Performance
This section presents some performance results for reading packets from a gigabit Ethernet. The tests were carried out using a pair of Compaq ES40 enterprise servers each equipped with four Alpha 667MHz Ev67 processors. Each ES40 has a gigabit Ethernet card and these cards were the only devices on the second PCI bus. The two cards were directly connected via a short multi-mode fibre. The direct connection enables testing without any possibility of contention with other network streams. A more usual configuration would be to have each network card in the emulator host connected to a separate Ethernet switch with external hosts involved in the emulation experiments also connected to these switches.
The tests were performed using a traffic generator running on one of the ES40 servers. This produced a stream of UDP packets that were directed at the reader ES40 via the gigabit Ethernet connection. The destination ES40 ran one of four reader test programs. One read the UDP data at user level; this is labelled UDP in the performance results. This reader was used to compare the performance of a lightweight transport level protocol reader with that of the link level readers. Another reader accessed the kernel BPF implementation using the PCAP API with the network card running in promiscuous mode; labelled PCAP (BPF) in the performance graphs. The last two were user level filter versions using the Tru64 pf open function to gain access to the Ethernet frames. One, labelled User Level (P), ran with the network card in promiscuous mode allowing easy recognition of valid packets. The other, labelled User Level (NP), ran with the card in non-promiscuous mode requiring the more complex validity tests to be performed. Figure 1 shows results when the gigabit link was saturated with UDP messages contained in 60 byte frames.
These are very small packets and the performance of gigabit Ethernet when transmitting packets of this size in not very good due to the minimum frame spacing that the gigabit protocol requires. The top graph shows the reader performance when the reader did nothing more than check the validity of each message read. The middle graph shows the performance of the readers when 5ps of additional work is done for each valid message read. The bottom graph shows the performance of the readers when lops of additional work is performed for each valid message read.
Determining the performance when different amounts of work is done is important since one implementation decision that needs to be made when designing an emulator is how packets arriving from the outside network are mapped to the emulated endpoint representing the real source host of the packet within the emulator. One choice would be to have a lookup table accessed by the reader thread, another would be to pass this responsibility on to a thread in the simulation engine or even have a separate thread specifically for this task. Either way takes processing time, which we model as above.
From figure ](top) it can be seen that the performance of all the packet sniffers was much better than the performance of the UDP reader. At data rates up to 33Mb/s no packets were missed by any other reader. For higher data rates the user level reader with the card set to promiscuous mode performed better than either the reader used with the card in non-promiscuous mode or the PCAPBPF filter that was running with the card in promiscuous mode. The advantage seen using the user level promiscuous method here is probably due to the cheaper filtering rule employed.
Both figure l(middle) and figure I(bottom) again show the poor performance of the UDP reader compared to the lower level implementations. In both these cases the kernel filter performs better that either user level method. This is most likely due to scheduling issues and due to the kernel buffering packets selected by the kernel level filter ready for when the packet reader is next ready to read rather than simply dropping them. Figure 2 shows reader performance when the link was saturated with UDP messages in 512 byte frames. Again the top, middle and bottom diagrams give results when Ops, 5ps and lops of additional work is performed by the reader thread for each valid message received. The same behaviour is seen with the 512 byte frames as was seem with the 60 byte frames, though the rate at which data can be received is higher in the test using 5 12 byte frames.
These results show how the packet readers work when the emulator host is connected to a non-shared Ethernet segment. They show that when the reader thread does little additional work the performance of user level filter with the Ethernet card in promiscuous mode is best. When additional work is performed by the reader thread, a kernel level filter gains the advantage. If the emulator is being used on a shared Ethernet segment, on a host that is receiving a lot of additional traffic for other processes on the same network interface card or in the case where the host is on a very large network with huge numbers of broadcast packets, then a kernel level filter will have additional advantages. However, it is likely that the emulator will be used within a testing environment where none of these factors occur. The fact that the user level promiscuous method works so well is good since as stated previously, not all operating systems have support for kernel level packet filters.
Summary
This paper has presented various ways in which packets can be read into a network emulator such as the Internet Protocol Traffic and Network Emulator (IP-TNE). It has explained which packets will be seen by the network card in the host running the emulator and which packets are mapped to the operating system kernel of the emulator host depending on the mode the network card is in and on whether the emulator generates its own responses to ARP requests. The various ways that packets are read from the kernel into the emulator using different operating systems were presented along with an explanation of how packets are written out to the network.
Performance results reading packets from a gigabit Ethernet card in an Alpha based Compaq ES40 were presented. These show that all the low level packet reading methods tested performed better than a user level UDP packet reader.
They showed the advantage of using a kernel level packet filter when the packet reader thread performed additional work. They also showed the performance was good when user level filters were used when the reader thread had no additional work to perform. This is important since not all operating systems have support for kernel level filters. Figure 2 . Gigabit Ethernet performance on a Compaq ES40 enterprise server. In these tests the gigabit link was saturated with messages in 512 byte frames. The top graph shows the number of packets dropped at different send rates when the thread reading the packets only confirms the validity of the message before calling read to wait for or read the next message. The middle graph shows the performance when the reader does an additional 5ps of work after each valid packet is read. The bottom graph shows the performance when an additional lops of work is done after reading each valid packet.
